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In the volume 2 of the Mistress of the Temple Chronicles, Anna (Nephtys) granddaughter of
Enlíl (Seth) finds herself confronted with the Queen. Anna still mourns the death of King Asar
(Osiris), but life does not give her a moment's respite. Aset (Isis), the Queen, decided to
resuscitate her husband under the vengeful avatar of prince Heru (Horus), intended to wash
away the affront of Asar's murder. This story takes us to the origins of the human royal
lineages, in connection with the ancient gods. A thrilling second volume where love triumphs
over death.Original publication paper version at éditions Nouvelle Terre, 2019.English
translation, 2021.https://www.antonparks.net/copie-de-t1-l-ombre-de-la-mere-du-t

About the AuthorSince 1986, Byron Katie has introduced The Work directly to millions of
people throughout the world at free public events; in prisons, hospitals, churches, corporations,
universities, and schools; at weekend intensives; and at her nine-day School for The Work. She
is the author of the best-selling books Loving What Is; I Need Your Love—Is That True?; and A
Thousand Names for Joy. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Review"'Byron Katie's work is a great blessing for our planet' Eckhart Tolle" --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Hanael ParksMistressof the Temple ChroniclesVolume 2Disgrace&RedemptionPublished in
paper version at éditions Nouvelle Terre, 2019. Ebook version, 2021.This translation and its
continuationare possible by your support.If you wish to support the Parks in the pursuitof these
translations, go to the Tipeee website:Your comments and your ratings on the Ebook Tops site
help us to better distribute this book: please consider to leave a rating about this book!To
inform us about an error that may have slipped into the book,please contact directly:
moderation.parks@outlook.comAnton Parks, All Rights Reserved ;
www.antonparks.netContact: moderation.parks@outlook.comAll rights reserved for all
countries and all languagesAny reproduction of this text, whether it be partial or complete, in
whatever form or technique (xerographic, photographic, magnetic, electronic, or otherwise) is
forbidden without prior permission from the publisher and punishable by law.Official website of
the author: hanael,Articles and informations,,,are available on the official website of the author!
By Anton Parks, available in English at:The Secret of the Dark Star is a rare book, a strange,
extraordinary, timeless, fascinating book. We find in the same book the richness of a novel, a
historical and above all spiritual coherence that can make sense of the world surrounding us. A
small miracle!“The Secret of the Dark Star is a rare book, a strange, extraordinary, timeless,
fascinating book. We find in the same book the richness of a novel, a historical and above all
spiritual coherence that can make sense of the world surrounding us; it is a challenge. A small
miracle! If the presentation of the book reminds us of an epic narrative of science-fiction, and
certainly, this book has a real epic 'breath of wind', The Secret of the Dark Stars examines the
reality of our most distant past, the oldest civilization that gave birth to today's society, all to
make sense of our present. The work of Anton Parks remains totally original, immersing the
reader in a ceaseless ballet of questions and answers, playing with the roots of our most
fundamental myths, the decoding of ancient and modern languages as part of an epic saga.
Fiction or reality? It is up to the reader to decide. Anton Parks describes the functioning of the
power struggles between the so-called "Gods" of the Egyptian and Sumerian pantheon by
expanding the picture into a huge galactic bestiary, a highly complex and fascinating battle
between multiple extraterrestrial civilizations whose identity is coded."- Alain Gossens
(Karma One) - Karmapolis.be, October, 2005"The work of Parks remains unclassifiable and
raises essential questions: what was happening on Earth before the coming of Man? What
preceded and caused the advent of human civilizations? The author of the Secret of the Stars
Dark fascinates thousands of readers around the world with his epic stories about the origin of
human civilization. Parks just possibly restores to us our true genesis, the one which appears
in the Sumerian texts, which, as a clairvoyant, he deciphers in a straightforward manner. Hang
on, this is genuine Parks!"- Nexus France, No. 43-44, Spring-Summer 2006More
information on the official website:By Anton Parks, available in English at
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oldest civilization that gave birth to today's society, all to make sense of our present. The work
of Anton Parks remains totally original, immersing the reader in a ceaseless ballet of questions
and answers, playing with the roots of our most fundamental myths, the decoding of ancient
and modern languages as part of an epic saga. Fiction or reality? It is up to the reader to
decide. Anton Parks describes the functioning of the power struggles between the so-called
"Gods" of the Egyptian and Sumerian pantheon by expanding the picture into a huge galactic
bestiary, a highly complex and fascinating battle between multiple extraterrestrial civilizations
whose identity is coded."- Alain Gossens (Karma One) - Karmapolis.be, October, 2005"The
work of Parks remains unclassifiable and raises essential questions: what was happening on
Earth before the coming of Man? What preceded and caused the advent of human
civilizations? The author of the Secret of the Stars Dark fascinates thousands of readers
around the world with his epic stories about the origin of human civilization. Parks just possibly
restores to us our true genesis, the one which appears in the Sumerian texts, which, as a
clairvoyant, he deciphers in a straightforward manner. Hang on, this is genuine Parks!"-
Nexus France, No. 43-44, Spring-Summer 2006More information on the official website:By
Anton Parks, available in English at:In EDEN, you will see that the first chapters of the Book of
Genesis present only a greatly edited version of what was inscribed on these ancient tablets.
The Garden of Eden, the Serpent, and the Fall of Man are presented here in a completely new
light, proving that these episodes were altered to the point of incomprehensibility in the course
of later rewriting..."[...] Eden, is the result of Anton Parks' decoding and translating Sumerian
cuneiform texts from clay tablets, dated to C. 2800 BC. [...] These texts, he concludes, are the
source material for the first chapters of the book of Genesis and would have been accessed by
Jewish scribes during the captivity in Babylon C. 597 to 539 BC. Parks compares the cuneiform
text translations with the biblical text and shows that serious misinterpretations were made in
Genesis. [...] His rigorous analysis puts established beliefs into question".- Nexus UK, vol.
21, n°4, June-July 2014"Anton Parks, writer and specialist in Eastern cultures, has devoted
himself to the study of written documents considered the oldest of humanity. By translating
several tablets decorated with cuneiform signs missed by most specialists (Kharsa? tablets),
dug up more than a century ago on the site of Nippur, (Iraq), Parks was able not only to retrace
the story of our origins, but also to demonstrate that the Book of Genesis was only an
unfortunate and distorted copy of such an event ... essential reading."- Magazine Science et
Inexpliqué No. 34, July-August 2013- More information on the official website:Disgrace &
RedemptionIntroductionAuthor's NotePART 1 FROM WIDOW TO NURSE1 FUNERALS AND A
STOLEN LEGACY2 A ROYAL WEDDING3 MENTORSHIP OF AMPHIBIANS4 THE NURSE
OF THE CHILD KING5 THE TRAVEL OF ASET-HEMTI6 MEMORIES OF RUŠEM - 1. A
TRAITOR TO THE COURT7 DEPRIVED OF LANDMARKS8 MEMORIES OF RUŠEM - 2. A
CURSED ALLIANCEPART 2 DEVOTED TO THE CROWN1 SABU, THE INITIATE2 -
MEMORIES OF RUŠEM - 3. CLANDESTINE WEDDING3 IN SEARCH OF TRAITORS
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around the world with his epic stories about the origin of human civilization. Parks just possibly
restores to us our true genesis, the one which appears in the Sumerian texts, which, as a
clairvoyant, he deciphers in a straightforward manner. Hang on, this is genuine Parks!"-
Nexus France, No. 43-44, Spring-Summer 2006More information on the official website:By
Anton Parks, available in English at:In EDEN, you will see that the first chapters of the Book of
Genesis present only a greatly edited version of what was inscribed on these ancient tablets.
The Garden of Eden, the Serpent, and the Fall of Man are presented here in a completely new
light, proving that these episodes were altered to the point of incomprehensibility in the course
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source material for the first chapters of the book of Genesis and would have been accessed by
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text translations with the biblical text and shows that serious misinterpretations were made in
Genesis. [...] His rigorous analysis puts established beliefs into question".- Nexus UK, vol.
21, n°4, June-July 2014"Anton Parks, writer and specialist in Eastern cultures, has devoted
himself to the study of written documents considered the oldest of humanity. By translating
several tablets decorated with cuneiform signs missed by most specialists (Kharsa? tablets),
dug up more than a century ago on the site of Nippur, (Iraq), Parks was able not only to retrace
the story of our origins, but also to demonstrate that the Book of Genesis was only an
unfortunate and distorted copy of such an event ... essential reading."- Magazine Science et
Inexpliqué No. 34, July-August 2013- More information on the official website:Disgrace &
RedemptionIntroductionAuthor's NotePART 1 FROM WIDOW TO NURSE1 FUNERALS AND A
STOLEN LEGACY2 A ROYAL WEDDING3 MENTORSHIP OF AMPHIBIANS4 THE NURSE
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EXCESS OF HUMILIATION5 SEPARATED FROM THE PHOENIX6 A’AMENPTAH’S
ECHOES7 AN EXCESS OF RESPONSIBILITIES ON THE YOUNG PRINCE’S SOULDERS8
THE CROWN’S AVENGER9 PACT OF FLESH AND BLOOD10 FATAL BATTLEPART 3
ARCHIVES AND DECODINGMURDER OF THE
GODDESSLEXIQUEBIBLIOGRAPHIEDisgrace & RedemptionIntroductionDame Anna, Bearer
of the Light of Originsby Anton ParksThis second volume of the Chronicles of the Mistress of
the Temple by Hanael Parks leads us to opens unexplored aspect of the enigmatic character of
the so-called Sumerian goddess of love, Inanna. I recall that her name is clearly a contraction
of Nin-Anna, literally "the Queen of Heaven" or "Lady Anna".We find this same character in the



Akkad Empire, under the Semitic name of Ištar. This term evokes a "star in the sky", more
particularly the planet Venus. Its ideogram IŠ merges with AN (NA) ("sky, high") and TAR with
MÙŠ ("appearance", "splendor", "diadem"), the latter reproducing the cuneiform Inanna.
"Splendor of Heaven" or "high diadem" well represent the planet Venus, the Morning Star, the
brightest star in our sky. Subsequently, Akkadian culture incorporated the term Ištaru in its
vocabulary to name any type of goddess. As for the word Inanna, we find it in the Sumerian
INNIN-É, “goddess of the Temple”.Unexpectedly, the name of the goddess Nebet-Hut
(Nephthys), Egyptian double of Inanna-Ištar, translates to "Mistress of the Temple". In the first
volume of her series, Hanael Parks explains in great detail that Anna was Asar's (a.k.a Osiris)
mistress. When Asar died, Anna recovered several of his goods and properties, including his
temple. While everything should have worked out, the story reported in this volume reveals a
fate strewn with pitfalls...From the start of the story we find ourselves in a game of divine scale
chess where the Tower (Nephthys) represents the strongest piece after the Lady (Isis). As the
divine concubine of Osiris, Nephthys carries the royal energy, which makes her a "complete"
being able to bestow good as well as evil.The receptacle on the head of Nephthys, Neb /
Nebet, , , in Egyptian, expresses both the words "cup" and "basket". Many prefer to see a
basket or a cup on the head of Nephthys, but the etymological correctness would tend to
express a cut just as much. This container, also used to name the gods, lords, goddesses,
masters and mistresses of ancient Egypt, allows the Light to be naturally received. The famous
cup or basket is found in the term Nebu ("gold"), thus suggesting that the Neb / Nebet
receptacle also expresses the idea of  � �an object used to filter or make gold. This receptacle,
containing the divine Light and other abundances of Heaven and Earth, therefore naturally
found itself on the head of Nephthys. Lady Anna naturally figures the Carrier of the alchemical
crucible in which the transmutation between the fire of Horus and the fire of the Virgin
(Nephthys) must take place.Nephthys, both former mistress of the late Asar (Osiris) and twin
sister of Isis, should have taken part in the royal duties after the king's death. Nephthys carries
on her head the hieroglyphics "temple" and "Master", the whole forms at the same time a
tower, a cup and an altar.Further east, on the side of Sumer and Akkad, a statue shows the
goddess Inanna-Ištar carrying the life-giving cup in her hands in Tell Hariri, Syria, about ten
kilometers (almost 6 miles) from the Iraqi border (excavations of Mari). The texts praise her
purity, her beauty - she is Heavenly Queen and sovereign of humanity. Her personal symbol is
the eight-pointed star, emblem of Venus. Assyrian iconography often depicts her surrounded by
a halo of light.Yet many Mesopotamian myths offer a contrasting picture of Inanna-Ištar, both
goddess of love, war and sacred prostitution. When his cult reached its peak in Assyrian times,
men bestowed upon him the power of life and death. Dame Anna inspires both respect and
fear. In Babylon, she is queen, having her monumental gate guarded by dragons-snakes; kings
and nobles give it its street, its suburbs, its gardens and its sanctuary, the Etùrkalama (the
"abode-sanctuary of the Country").In Uruk, an ancient Sumerian city, it has its temple called É-
ANNA (the “home of Anna” or “home of heaven”). Its legend having traveled through the ages
and countries, the rulers of Isin, both kings of Sumer and Akkad, claim their role as the
precious husband of the goddess. Indeed, only one of the priestesses of Inanna-Ištar annually
marry the king and transmit to him royalty and fertility as Inanna-Nephthys had done with
Marduk-Horus two or three millennia before[1]...%Æ%Æ%ÆDespite her many powers and laudatory titles
as Goddess of Battle and Fighting, Goddess of Divine Order, of Love, Compassionate Mother,
Holy, Virgin Daughter, Goddess of Opposite Emotions, Queen of Heaven, Lady fertility, healing,
and psalmed poems - despite everything, Inanna-Ištar remains misunderstood. Her nature
itself is controversial. Assyriologists and specialists of the ancient East still wonder about her



contradictory aspects.Yet, the writings testify better than anything, as this second volume by
Hanael Parks does admirably. Fate withdrew from Dame Anna her lover Dumuzi, the "son of
life". This is not a proper name, but a divine title. We find several Dumuzi[2] in Sumerian
literature, suggesting a form of perceptible syncretism through several characters both
legendary and historical present in ancient Mesopotamia. This name is also found twice in the
Sumerian Royal List: the antediluvian Dumuzi of Bad-Tibira in the 36,000-year reign and the
Unug Dumuzi (first Uruk dynasty) in the 100-year reign.In several clay texts such as “The
Ninevite Epic of Gilgameš” and “Inanna-Ištar's Descent into Hell,” Dumuzi presents himself as
the “husband of the younger years” of the goddess Inanna-Ištar. Their union, inscribed in this
form, and with these titles, marks an old relationship clearly associated with their respective
young years.As the name suggests, the title Dumuzi ("son of life" or "legitimate son") is linked
to a cycle of death and resurrection. This resurrection invariably ended with the Sacred
Marriage or hierogamy between the young deified hero and the Mother Goddess. In the days
of the Sumerian kings of Ur III, each ruler identified himself with the "son of life" as the consort
of the goddess Inanna. This union came to fruition at the culmination of the feast of Akitu, a key
moment when the sovereign united with a holy priestess of refined education, the image of
Inanna, and holder of Sovereignty. This sacred prostitute practiced erotic ecstasy while
transmitting affection, wealth, glory and royalty ...%Æ%Æ%ÆThe beginning of Hanael Parks's story tooks
place when Anna finds herself in the underground passages hidden under the Great Pyramid
of Egypt. Here live the Egyptian gods in conflict with the Enlíl-Šeteš (Seth) clan. Several texts
on clay evoke Inanna-Ištar visiting her sister Ereškigal (Isis) to participate in the royal funeral.
In the story of "Inanna-Ištar's Descent into Hell," Lady Anna goes to Ereškigal, literally the
"queen of the great bottom" - the realm of the dead - the underground world located under the
Giza plateau. Inanna wishes to attend the funeral of Ereškigal's husband, a man named
Gugalanna, the "Great Bull of Anna" or the "Great Heavenly Bull". This is, of course, Dumuzi,
the god Osiris, shepherd of mankind.The word bull was often added to the name of a god or a
pharaoh, for every deity or male human person was fruitful and creative. According to some
traditions, Osiris’s body was temporarily locked, after his murder, in the skin of a black bull
marked with a white star on the forehead. The title of "Celestial Bull" therefore refers to Osiris,
firstly nammed Sa'am. This denomination was later associated with the deceased pharaohs as
images of the dead and resurrected Osiris. The Egyptian term SAM means "wild bull", an
attribute that we find in the Sumerian AM ("wild bull, lord and master") granted to gods and
kings.A little-known Sumerian text, first translated by Samuel Noah Kramer in 1980 (Anatolian
Studies, vol. 30[3]), provides some unpublished details about Dumuzi's death. This same
document is found in the French version of Kramer's book Le Mariage Sacré, translated from
English and adapted by assyriologist Jean Bottéro. Kramer dates this tablet to the third dynasty
of Ur (Ur III, 2112-2004 BC), thus supposing that one of the kings of this period considered
himself to be the reincarnation of Dumuzi[4] ...Here is an excerpt from this tablet, translated by
me for the occasion with, as always, many explanatory details in the notes:44/45. The [Great]
demon, in sacrifice[5], surrounded him in the water. Reached by unease[6], he stretched out
(like) a wild goose[7] in sacrifice.46.  � �[...] [8]47. The demon, in the reeds, observed his pain
without facing him[9]. Truly[10], he was held in sacrifice.48. They tied his hands stained with
slurry, his chest in water[11], tied in sacrifice.49. He who sat on the sublime throne of
rations[12], (he) was struck in the back and held back.50. They broke and heaped up his holy
pitcher[13], smiting him, and dividing him[14].51. That day, the milk dried up[15], the goddess
said nothing to the living[16], taking him to the Land of No Return and placing him in “a place
like water”[17], without saying a word to the people.52. The wife of the Great Dragon of



Heaven[18], neither spoke nor revealed[19] to the living the place where she took him and
placed it without saying a word to the common people.53. Dumuzi, in debris, was in the
sanctuary of the Underworld[20], stripped of the scepter[21], murdered and held in sacrifice.54.
As the milk dried up in the sanctuary of the Underworld, the goddess of the Great Low made a
vow[22] (to keep) "like water", stripped of the scepter, murdered and held in sacrifice.55.
Carried away as a burden[23] carried without food[24], he was lying, in debris, stripped of the
scepter, murdered and held in sacrifice.56. Carried away in water[25], carried without drink[26],
he was in debris, stripped of the scepter, murdered and held in sacrifice.57. There, Namtar[27]
resides undivided, (he was) stripped of the scepter, murdered and held in sacrifice.58. His
Majesty[28] of the powerful rations[29] was deposited in a fish pit of the Underworld[30], as if
stripped of the scepter, murdered and held in sacrifice.59. The Midwife's hand swept him away.
The Midwife - guide of humans[31] - covered him with water[32], as if stripped of the scepter,
assassinated and held in sacrifice.
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Ada, “Second book of a series of revelations of the ancient goddess Anna/Inanna. In the
second volume of the "Mistress of the Temple Chronicles" we follow the main character Anna
as she and the other gods of Egyptian pantheon establish themselves in Egypt, after the
annihilation of Atlantis. If you are a follower of Anton Parks' work you will also enjoy this series
of Hanael Parks. Both series complement each other and give us a new hypothesis of what our
ancient history might had been.”

The book by Hanael Parks has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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